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Abstract: New extensions of the concepts of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Generalized Nets of Type 1
(IFGN1) and of Type 3 (IFGN3), namely Interval-Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Generalized Nets
(IVIFGN) of First Type and IVIFGN of Third Type are introduced in the present paper. The gen-
eral algorithms for transition and generalized net (GN) functioning in IVFGN of First Type are
presented. It is proved that the IVIFGN1s and IVIFGN3s are conservative extensions of the GNs,
i.e., their functioning and results of their works can be described by standard GNs.
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1 Introduction

The concept of a Generalized Net (GN, see [1, 4, 6]) was introduced in 1982 as an extension of
the Petri nets and their extensions and modifications.
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In 1985, in [2], two of the GN-extensions were introduced and in 2001 in [11], these exten-
sions were extended again. In [2] were defined the Intuitionistic Fuzzy GNs of first and second
types (IFGN1s and IFGN2s) and in [11] – the Intuitionistic Fuzzy GNs of third and fourth types
(IFGN3s and IFGN4s).

The IFGNs are based on the intuitionistic fuzzy sets theory [5, 7] and all notations in the
paper, related to intuitionistic fuzziness are defined in these two books.

Here, we mention only that the Interval-Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Pair (IVIFP) is an object
with the form 〈M,N〉, where M,N ⊆ [0,1] are closed sets, M = [infM,supM],N = [infN,supN]

and supM + supN ≤ 1, that is used as an evaluation of an object or a process and which com-
ponents (M and N) are interpreted as intervals of degrees of membership and non-membership,
or intervals of degrees of validity and non-validity, or intervals of degree of correctness and non-
correctness, etc. One of the basic geometrical interpretations of an IVIFP is shown on Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Geometrical interpretation of an IVIFP

It is suitable to mention that the logical true and f alse are represented, respectively, by the
IVIFP 〈[1,1], [0,0]〉 and 〈[0,0], [1,1]〉. Obviously, these values correspond to the intuitionistic
fuzzy points 〈1,0〉 and 〈0,1〉.

2 Interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy generalized nets
of first type

In the present paper we will extend the IFGN1s and IFGN3s. Similarly to Petri nets, the GNs in
all their modifications contain transitions, places and tokens. The GN-place is depicted by circle,
and the GN-transition is depicted on Figure 2. A GN, as well as the other nets, contains tokens
which transfer from place to place. But unlike all other nets, every GN-token enters the net with
an initial characteristic and it receives new characteristics during each transfer. Every place has
at most one arc entering and one arc exiting. The places with no entering arcs are called input
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places of the net and those without exiting arcs are output places of the net. The places situated to
the left of the transition are the transition’s input places while the rest are the transition’s output
places.

Each transition has at least one input and one output place. When tokens enter the input places
of a transition, it becomes potentially fired (activated) and at the moment of their transfer towards
the transition’s output places, it is fired. The transition is activated at a given time-moment and
then becomes active again at some subsequent time-moment which is predetermined.

The first basic difference between GNs and the ordinary Petri nets is the “place – transition”
relation. Here, the transitions are objects of a more complex nature. Every transition contains m
input and n output places, where m,n≥ 1.

Definition 1. Every IVIFGN1-transition is given by a seven-tuple (see Figure 2):

Z = 〈L′,L′′t1, t2,r,M, 〉,

where
a) L′ and L′′ are finite, non-empty sets of places (the transition’s input and output places,

respectively);
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Figure 2. A GN-transition

b) t1 is the current time-moment of the transition’s firing;
c) t2 is the current value of the duration of its activity;
d) r is the transition’s condition determining the tokens which will transfer from the transi-

tion’s inputs to its outputs; it has the form of an Index matrix (IM, see [3, 8]):

r =

l′′1 . . . l′′j . . . l′′n
l′1
... ri, j

l′i (ri, j − predicates)
... (1≤ i≤ m,1≤ j ≤ n)

l′m
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where ri, j denotes the element of the IM, which corresponds to the i-th input and j-th output
places. These elements are predicates and when the truth value of the (i, j)-th element f (ri, j) =

〈Mi, j,Ni, j〉 is valid according to one of the 15 conditions given below, the token from the i-th
input place can be transferred to the j-th output place; otherwise, this is not possible. Here
Mi, j,Ni, j ⊆ [0,1] and supMi, j + supNi, j ≤ 1 and function f is defined in point e) of Definition 2.
The conditions for interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy validity of the predicates are the following:

• (C1) infM = 1 (therefore supM = 1 and infN = supN = 0),

• (C2) supM = 1 (therefore infN = supN = 0),

• (C3) 1
2 < infM ≤ 1 and supN = 0,

• (C4) infM > 1
2 > supN,

• (C5) infM ≥ 1
2 ≥ supN,

• (C6) supM > 1
2 > supN,

• (C7) supM ≥ 1
2 ≥ supN,

• (C8) infM > supN,

• (C9) infM ≥ supN,

• (C10) supM > supN,

• (C11) supM ≥ supN,

• (C12) supM > 0,

• (C13) infM > 0,

• (C14) supN < 1,

• (C15) infN < 1.

Therefore, the tokens’s transfer from i-th input to j-th output places is possible for a fixed crite-
rion, when the components of 〈Mi, j,Ni, j〉 satisfy the respective criterion;

e) M is an IM of the capacities of transition’s arcs:

M =

l′′1 . . . l′′j . . . l′′n
l′1
... Mi, j

l′i (Mi, j ≥ 0− natural numbers )
... (1≤ i≤ m,1≤ j ≤ n)

l′m
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f) is an object whose form is similar to a propositional formula. It may contain symbols
among the labels of the transition’s input places as variables, and the Boolean operations ∧ and
∨. We assign the following semantics to this formula:
∧(li1 , li2 , . . . , liu) — every place li1, li2, . . . , liu must contain at least one token,
∨(li1 , li2 , . . . , liu) — there must be at least one token in all places li1, li2, . . . , liu
where {li1, li2, . . . , liu} ⊂ L′.

When the value of a type, evaluated as a Boolean expression, is true, the transition can become
active, otherwise it cannot.

Definition 2. The ordered four-tuple

E = 〈〈A,πA,πL,c, f ,θ1,θ2〉,〈K,πK,θK〉,〈T, to, t∗〉,〈X ,Φ,b〉〉

is called an Interval-Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Generalized Net of first type (IVIFGN1) if:
a) A is a set of transitions;
b) πA is a function giving the priorities of the transitions, i. e.,

πA : A→ N,

where N = {0,1,2, . . .}∪{∞};
c) πL is a function giving the priorities of the places, i.e., πL : L→ N, where L = pr1A∪ pr2A,

and priX is the i-th projection of the n-dimensional set, where n ∈ N,n≥ 1 and 1≤ k ≤ n (where
L is the set of all GN-places);

d) c is a function giving the capacities of the places, i.e., c : L→ N;
e) f is a function which evaluates the truth values of the transition’s conditions predicates ri, j

in the form 〈Mi, j,Ni, j〉, where Mi, j,Ni, j ⊆ [0,1] are closed sets, and supMi, j + supNi, j ≤ 1.
f) θ1 is a function giving the next time-moment when a transition can become active, i.e.,

θ1(t) = t ′, where t, t ′ ∈ [T,T + t∗] and t ≤ t ′. The value of this function is calculated at the
moment when a transition terminates its active state;

g) θ2 is a function giving the duration of the active state of a transition, i.e., θ2(t) = t ′, where
t ∈ [T,T + t∗] and t ′ ≥ 0. The value of this function is calculated at the moment of activation;

h) K is the set of the GN’s tokens.
i) πK is a function giving the priorities of the tokens, i.e., πK : K→ N;
j) θK is a function giving the time-moment when a token can enter the net, i.e., θK(α) = t,

where α ∈ K and t ∈ [T,T + t∗];
k) T is the time-moment when the GN starts functioning. This moment is determined with

respect to a fixed (global) time-scale;
l) to is an elementary time-step related to the fixed (global) time-scale;
m) t∗ is the duration of the functioning of the net;
n) X is the set of all initial characteristics the tokens can receive when they enter the net;
o) Φ is a characteristic function which gives a new characteristic to every token when it moves

from an input to an output place of a given transition;
p) b is a function giving the maximum number of characteristics a given token can receive,

i.e., b : K→ N.
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If for a certain token α,b(α) = 1, the token will enter the net with an initial characteristic (as
a zero-characteristic). After this, it will keep only its current characteristic.

When b(α) = ∞, the token α will receive all possible characteristics.
When b(α) = k < ∞, except its zero-characteristic, the token α will keep the last k as its

characteristics (older characteristics will be “forgotten”). Hence, in general, every token α has
b(α)+1 characteristics.

In [4, 6, 12], two algorithms for the tokens transfer are given. Here, we modify them.
The algorithm for tokens transfer after the time moment t1 = T IME (here and below, we

denote by T IME the current time moment of the GN), denoted by algorithm A, takes into con-
sideration the possibility of merging and splitting tokens.

A token can be transferred from an input place to a certain output place, even when the
capacity of this output place is reached, if the token can be merged with one or more tokens in
this output place. This action will not affect the capacity of the output place. The actual number
of tokens in the output place will not exceed the maximum number of tokens allowed.

In order for a token α to be merged with one or more tokens {β1, ...,βk} in an output place,
these tokens have to be specified in the initial characteristics of the α token.

A symbol S ∈ {YS,NS} can be added as a second component of the initial characteristics of
the α token. YS means that the token can split and NS – that it cannot split.

For example, the expression

xα
0 = “〈{β1, ...,βk},YS,x

α,∗
0 〉”

denotes that the α token can split and can be merged with the tokens in the set {β1, ...,βk}. The
rest of the information of the token’s initial characteristics is stored in xα,∗

0 .
When the criterion Cn for 1 ≤ n ≤ 15 is fixed, the algorithm A is described in 12 steps, as

follows:

• (A01) Sort the input and output places of the transitions by their priorities.

• (A02) Form two lists of tokens in each input place. The first list contains those of the tokens
that can be transferred to a certain output place during the current time moment. Sort these
tokens by their priorities. The second list is an empty one at first. These two lists shall be
denoted with P1(l) and P2(l), respectively.

• (A03) Generate an empty IM R that corresponds to the IM of the predicates r.

Assign the value 〈[0,0], [1,1]〉 to all elements Ri, j of R which:

– (A03a) are in a row that corresponds to an empty input place, i.e. there are no tokens
in the input place that can be transferred to an output place of the current transition;

– (A03b) are in a column that corresponds to a full output place which no tokens can be
transferred to;

– (A03c) are placed in (i, j) place for which the predicate ri, j is set as false or mi, j = 0,
i.e. the current capacity of the arc between the i-th input place and the j-th output
place is 0.
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Assign the value 〈[1,1], [0,0]〉 to those elements Ri, j of R that are placed in (i, j) place for
which the predicate ri, j is set as true.

• (A04) Iterate through the input places in the order set by their priorities, starting with the
place with highest priority for which no token has been transferred during the current time
step and which has at least one token in it. The token that will be transferred, if possi-
ble, is the one with the highest priority in the P1 list of the current input place. Perform
consequently the following steps in order to determine if and where to transfer the current
token.

– (A04a) Check the next Ri, j value of R. If the value of Ri, j has not been set yet, go to
step (A04b). If Ri, j = 〈[1,1], [0,0]〉, go to step (A04c). If Ri, j = 〈[0,0], [1,1]〉, check
if the corresponding output place has a token that can be merged with the one being
transferred. If so, go to step (A04c). Otherwise, go to step (A04d).

– (A04b) Evaluate the truth value of the corresponding predicate ri, j of the IM r. If
ri, j satisfy criterion Cn, set the Ri, j value of R to 〈Mi, j,Ni, j〉 and go to step (A04c).
Otherwise, set the Ri, j value to 〈[0,0], [1,1]〉 and go to step (A04d).

– (A04c) The current token is transferred to the corresponding j-th output place and
moved to its P2 list. The token is merged with specified tokens in the output place, if
there are such.

If the transferred token is not merged with other tokens or there are no other tokens
left in the new host that the transferred one can be possibly merged with, evaluate the
characteristic function of this output place. Assign this value as a characteristic of the
transferred token.

If there are tokens in the input places of the current transition that can be merged
with the transferred one, it will wait in the output place until these tokens are moved.
The new characteristics of the transferred token will be assigned after the token is
merged with the last of the suitable tokens in the input places or right at the end of the
transition functioning.

Tokens, that have entered an input place of the current transition after its activation,
are moved to the P2 list of the input place.

– (A04d) If the current token cannot be split, or it can be split and all the predicates on
the corresponding row for this token are checked, go to step (A05). Otherwise, go to
step (A04a).

If the splitting of the current token is not allowed, the evaluation of the predicates stops
with the first one that satisfies the criterion Cn. The token then will be moved to the highest
priority output place amongst those the token can be transferred to.

If the splitting of the current token is allowed, then the token is split into as many tokens
as the number of the Ri, j elements with evaluations satisfying criterion Cn. These new
tokens are transferred to the corresponding output places. The characteristic functions of
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the output places are evaluated. The new characteristics are then assigned to the corre-
sponding tokens upon entering the output places. For difference with the ordinary GNs, the
tokens characteristics of the IVIFGN1s contain not only the evaluated values by the respec-
tive characteristic functions, but also the the IVIFPs that are evaluations of the respective
predicates.

• (A05) If the highest priority token cannot be transferred during the current time step, move
the token to the P2 list of the input place.

• (A06) Increase by 1 the current number of tokens in each output place to which a token has
been transferred if the token has not been merged with any of the other tokens in the host.
Do not change the current number of tokens in the output place otherwise.

• (A07) Decrease by 1 the current number of tokens in each input place from which a token
has been transferred. If the current number of tokens in such an input place becomes 0, set
to 〈[0,0], [1,1]〉 all the elements in the corresponding row of the IM R.

• (A08) Decrease by 1 the capacities of all the arc through which a token has been transferred.
If the current capacity of an arc becomes 0, assign 〈[0,0], [1,1]〉 to this element of the IM R
that corresponds to the arc.

• (A09) If there are more input places with lower priority from which no token has been
transferred to an output place, go to step (A04). Otherwise, go to step (A10).

• (A10) Add t0 to the current model time.

• (A11) If the value of the current time is less than or equals t1 + t2 (the time components of
the considered transition), go to (A04). Otherwise, go to step (A12).

• (A12) End of the transition’s functioning.

The general algorithm for the GN’s functioning, denoted by algorithm B, is described next.
The concept of an Abstract Transition (AT) is introduced for the purpose of this algorithm as

the union of all GN-transitions that are active at a given time moment.
The algorithm B can be described as follows:

• (B01) Put all α tokens for which θK(α)≤ T into the corresponding input places of the net.

• (B02) Construct the GN’s AT. Initially it is empty.

• (B03) Check if the value of the current time is less or equal to T + t∗.

• (B04) If the answer to the question in (B03) is “no”, go to step (B12). Otherwise, go to step
(B05).

• (B05) Find those transitions for which t1 is greater than or equal to the current time.
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• (B06) Check the transitions’ types of all transitions determined on step (B05). The method
used for the evaluation of the transitions’ types is as follows:

– (B06a) replace the names of all places used as variables in the Boolean expression of
the transition type with the value 0, if the corresponding place has no tokens in it at
the current moment, and with the value 1, otherwise;

– (B06b) calculate the truth value of the Boolean expression, result of (B06a).

• (B07) Add to the AT those transitions, the transition types of which are evaluated as true
on step (B06b).

• (B08) Apply algorithm A over the AT.

• (B09) Remove from the AT those transitions which are inactive at the current time moment.

• (B10) Increase the current time with t0.

• (B11) Go to step (B03).

• (B12) End of the GN’s functioning.

Obviously, every standard GN is an IVIFGN. By analogy with Theorem 4.1.1, [6], we have
proved the following

Theorem 1. The functioning and the results of the work of every IVIFGN can be described by
an ordinary GN.

Proof. Let the IVIFGN1 E be given. We shall construct a new, but this time ordinary, GN and
we shall prove that both nets function equally. In the proof, we use the validity of Theorem 5.3.1,
[4], that gives us possibility to research on the functioning and results of the works of the corre-
sponding transitions in both nets (the given IVIFGN1 E and the ordinary GN G corresponding to
it, that we will construct below).

Let the components of IVIFGN1 E be marked by index E and these of GN G – by index G.
Let GN G have the same graphical structure as GN E and let all its other components, without

the function fG and the characteristic function ΦG, be the same in both nets. For example, the
sets XE and XG are equal, i.e., the (equal) tokens in both nets will have equal initial characteristics
and the transition condition predicates are also equal in both nets.

Below, we shall construct the new G-components.
Let for the real number x:

sg(x) =

{
1 if x > 0
0 if x≤ 0

and

sg(x) =

{
0 if x > 0
1 if x≤ 0

Function fG is defined with respect to the choice of criterion Cn, as follows:
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• in case (C1): fG(ri, j) = sg(infMi, j).sg(supNi, j);

• in case (C2): fG(ri, j) = sg(supMi, j).sg(supNi, j);

• in case (C3): fG(ri, j) = sg(infMi, j− 1
2).sg(supNi, j);

• in case (C4): fG(ri, j) = sg(infMi, j− 1
2).sg(1

2 − supNi, j);

• in case (C5): fG(ri, j) = sg(1
2 − infMi, j).sg(supNi, j− 1

2);

• in case (C6): fG(ri, j) = sg(supMi, j− 1
2).sg(1

2 − supNi, j);

• in case (C7): fG(ri, j) = sg(1
2 − supMi, j).sg(supNi, j− 1

2);

• in case (C8): fG(ri, j) = sg(infMi, j− supNi, j);

• in case (C9): fG(ri, j) = sg(infMi, j− supNi, j);

• in case (C10): fG(ri, j) = sg(supMi, j− supNi, j);

• in case (C11): fG(ri, j) = sg(supMi, j− supNi, j);

• in case (C12): fG(ri, j) = sg(supMi, j);

• in case (C13): fG(ri, j) = sg(infMi, j);

• in case (C14): fG(ri, j) = sg(1− supNi, j);

• in case (C15): fG(ri, j) = sg(1− infNi, j).

Therefore, function fG gives as a result value

fG(ri, j) =

{
1, if criterion Cn is satisfied
0, otherwise

Let the characteristic function ΦG be defined by

ΦG(α) = “〈ΦE(α), fE(ri, j)〉”.

Thus, we described the new components of the GN G. Now, we must show that both nets
function equally.

Let Z and Z∗ be corresponding transitions in the two nets. We shall show that they function
equally. The fact that they will have equal tokens in equal input places if they are transitions
from first level in the sense of Theorem 5.3.1, [4], is obvious and by induction we will admit
that they have equal tokens with equal current characteristics in equal time moments tZ

1 and tZ∗
1 .

Then following the sequentially steps of the Algorithm A for token’s transfer and its IVIFGN1’s
modification, we see that in the case of the IVIFGN E the IM is constructed.
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l′′1 . . . l′′j . . . l′′n
l′1
... fE(ri, j)

l′i (ri, j − predicates)
... (1≤ i≤ m,1≤ j ≤ n)

l′m

,

where fE(ri, j) ∈P([0,1])×P([0,1]) and for the GN G – the IM is

l′′1 . . . l′′j . . . l′′n
l′1
... fG(ri, j)

l′i (ri, j − predicates)
... (1≤ i≤ m,1≤ j ≤ n)

l′m

,

where for every set Y , P(Y ) is the set of the subsets of set Y .
Therefore, from the above we see that the corresponding elements of both IMs are equal.

Thus, the tokens in both transitions Z and Z∗ will make equal transfers from input to output
transition places. There, they will receive similar new characteristics. The tokens from the new
net will receive more values, but for the proof of the theorem, it is important that that they will
receive all the values which the tokens will receive from the first net.

Hence, both transitions really function equally. This completes the proof. �

3 Interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy generalized nets
of third type

Here, we introduce the following new

Definition 3. The ordered four-tuple

E = 〈〈A,πA,πL,c, f ,θ1,θ2〉,〈K,πK,θK〉,〈T, to, t∗〉,〈X ,Φ,b〉〉

is called an Interval-Valued Intuitionistic Fuzzy Generalized Net of third type (IVIFGN3) if:

• a) A is a set of transitions defined in Definition 1;

• points b) – n) and p) from Definition 2 are valid again; while point o) has the form

• o’) Φ is a characteristic function which gives a new characteristic to every token when it
moves from an input to an output place of a given transition and its interval-valued intuition-
istic fuzzy evaluation 〈M∗i, j,N∗i, j〉, where M∗i, j,N∗i, j ⊆ [0,1] and supM∗i, j + supN∗i, j ≤ 1.
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There exist some changes in the first algorithm for the tokens transfer, described in previous
Section.

The following assertions hold of IVIFGN3 similarly to IVIFGN1.

Theorem 2. For every IVIFGN3 there exists a standard GN that represents it.

4 Conclusion

Different operations and relations are defined in the algebraic aspect of GN theory [4, 6]. These
operations have significant practical importance. For example, if two different processes which
flow parallelly in time are modelled by two GNs, then by the union operation on these nets a new
GN can be constructed to describe the whole process, and it is a union of the two nets. For other
types of nets, this is not directly possible. The already defined operators also have an important
place in the GN theory.

In the near future, similar operations, relations and operators will be defined for the IVIFGN1s
and IVIFGN3s.

In the Second part of the present research, we will introduce two new types of GN-extensions,
related to Intuitionistic Fuzzy Generalized Nets of second and fourth types.

Following the ideas from [9, 10, 14], in future, we will discuss the possible applications of
the IVIFGN1s and IVIFGN3s as tools in the Data Mining instruments. Also, different processes,
described by GNs will be re-modelled by IVIFGN1s and/or IVIFGN3s and especially in the cases,
when the processes flow in uncertainty. For example, in [13], a GN-model of the organization of
firefighting process is described. This process flow in conditions of high degree of uncertainty.
So, in near future we will re-write the model from [13] by an IVIFGN1.
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